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Summary
Phillip Island would probably be Victoria's most popular tourist destination with over 2 million
visitors annually generating around half a billion dollars to the Victorian economy. It offers a
special package of the combination of extensive natural attractions alongside farming activities and
a number of small settlements. Unfortunately it's popularity comes with a cost. The threats¹ to this
world class environment are many.
Increasing urbanisation of the island and increasing visitor numbers pose, if unregulated, a
significant threat to the fragile ecosystems and natural attractions that exist on the island.
Superimposed on these threats is the looming spectre of climate change. Added together the
challenges will be daunting. Careful management, rather than the current ad hoc approach, will be
required to preserve all that is so wonderful about the island that so many treasure, for future
generations.
As an initial step to ensure the protection of the island's precious fragile environmental
infrastructure, Phillip Island Conservation Society Inc proposes that a 50 year strategy be
developed to achieve a more coordinated approach to managing the island's future directions.
This concept is not without precedent. The Yarra river, another cultural icon, is now protected by an
Act of parliament² and it's future determined by a 50 year strategy which is in it's first 10 year
phase.
Surely the special place that Phillip Island is to so many deserves similar protection?
The magic that is Phillip Island
This small island is blessed with a unique combination of multiple different ecosystems, a farming
community and a number of small settlements all within a 2 hour drive of a large state capital ,
Melbourne.
The natural attractions are almost too numerous to mention but include the world famous Penguin
Parade, Seal rocks, the Koala Sanctuary, the annual shearwater migration and Whale watching.
The beaches which are both bay and ocean are fringed by distinctive coastal vegetation and
facilitate a large range of aquatic activities.
Man made attractions are also numerous including the MotoGP, piers and breakwaters used for
fishing and boating activities, the New Haven Motor Yacht Squadron and many others.
There is something for everybody.
Climate change
There is now considerable scientific evidence supporting the proposition that the world's climate is
changing quickly. This is already presenting many challenges to the world's human population and
other living things. It is likely that more resources will be needed to mitigate the environmental
effects of climate change if we wish to retain the natural places that we enjoy on the island.
Certainly coastal erosion has been more notable in recent years.
Climate change and population increase were major drivers to the establishment of the Yarra
Strategic Plan. The protection of Phillip Island's fragile ecosystems will need no less support from
government and all those who cherish the island.
Westernport and the marine environment
Occupying 680 square kilometres this fragile but extensive tidal bay has many unique features
including salt marshes, mud flats, littoral mangroves forests and a very diverse but relatively
unknown marine ecosystem including such fish as the endangered Leafy Sea Dragon. It's sea grass
meadows are critical for fish stocks and the food chain that relies on it. Surrounding agricultural
activities have severely impacted water quality within Westernport, a problem to be resolved.
Westernport has been studied extensively and many reviews³ have been written outlining current
and future threats.
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Phillip Island as a modern day Noah's arc
Nature Parks and Parks Victoria manage a large area of natural habitat for native animals.
Nature Parks is responsible for the Penguin Parade and Koala Sanctuary while Parks Victoria looks
after areas such as Rhyll inlet and Woolamai State Faunal Reserves.
Animals once found on Phillip Island such as the Eastern Barred Bandicoot and Growling
Grass frog have recently been reintroduced with plans to reintroduce other species.
There are constant challenges to all these ecosystems all requiring resource support for success.
World Heritage Status
There are sufficient natural features and special wildlife to justify the listing of Phillip Island
on the UNESCO World Heritage list.
It would certainly rank well with other Australian islands now listed including Fraser Island, Lord
Howe Island and Macquarie Island.
Achieving this status would assist greatly in ensuring greater assistance in preserving it's important
ecosystems.
The Post Covid World
Once freedom of movement has returned people will feel the need more than ever before to escape
the austerity that cities have come to represent. People will need to reconnect with the experience of
freedom and the sensations that the natural world brings.
Situated less than 2 hours by road from Melbourne this island provides easy access for a great
holiday for everyone, especially for children. Phillip Island offers many family friendly attractions
at either minimal or no cost particularly those related to it's beaches. Similarly accommodation
comes in all types from the luxurious to many other very affordable options from camping,
caravanning or B&B options. It is likely that once COVID 19 restrictions are lifted on movement,
there will be a boom in tourism on Phillip Island.
Regenerative urbanisation
This is the concept of environmental enhancement that occurs in parallel with urbanisation. The
primary aims are to increase biodiversity along with urbanisation that promotes sustainable
practices in water and energy including carbon capture. Many large urban developments in
Melbourne and overseas are now utilising this approach. Prime examples are in Adelaide and
Copenhagen. These cities are also planting millions of trees to offset carbon dioxide production
quite apart from energy efficient and sustainable solutions. One of the best hopes for the retention
and enhancement of environmental infrastructure will be the adoption of planning codes
based on the proven concept on regenerative urbanism. Urbanisation on Phillip Island has
historically paid little attention to environmental infrastructure. It is my hope that this will change
substantially with any future development on Phillip Island and that any development , although
likely to be finite, will adopt the model of regenerative urbanisation.
Industrialisation of Westernport
Industrialisation along the shores of Westernport will always be contentious. Environmental impact
statements will always be at best a ' best guess ' as ecosystems are complex and knock on or
unforeseen down stream effects are virtually impossible to predict. Once an ecosystem is severely
damaged or even subtly so, it's restoration will be difficult if not impossible to achieve. All parts of
Westernport are interconnected, the bay and its islands, Phillip Island, French Island and Churchill
Island. It's difficult to abandon a project once established even when causing harm as is so often
seen with mining misadventures. The examples are many, eg Minamata disease ( see below)
Even small projects can have problems and if allowed to proceed must be accompanied by
environmentally enhancing offsets and benchmarks to gauge the achievement of environmental
targets.
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Significant threats to the island¹
Increasing traffic volumes with increasing congestion, motor vehicle accidents and injured wildlife.
Unrestricted urbanisation. It's effects on environmental infrastructure and public amenity.
Climate change with associated sea level rise and more severe weather events with subsequent
foreshore erosion leading to habitat loss and loss of beach access
Loss of indigenous vegetation especially along the foreshore
Development encroaching on sensitive ecosystems such as the Rhyll Inlet State Wildlife Reserve
with it's associated Ramsar listed wetland
Industrialisation of Westernport with secondary effects on marine ecosystems
Phillip Island Conservation Society believes a package of recommendations needs to be developed
and implemented to ensure the long term future of Westernport and it's coastal ecosystems for the
benefit of people and it's environmental infrastructure.

My Recommendations
1. The biggest single action to protect and enhance environmental infrastructure in
Westernport, it's islands and it's coastal fringe would be to develop a 50 year strategy for this
ecosystem including the provision of the ability to assess the suitability of all future
activities in this ecosystem against the long term strategy before proceeding.
2. Establish a committee composed of representatives of all relevant stakeholders to ensure the
orderly implementation of a 50 year strategy. ( As has been done for the Yarra River plan)
3. Consultation with the traditional owners of the Bass Coast region, the Boonwurrung people,
as to their wishes and aspirations for the rehabilitation of endangered or lost environmental
infrastructure.
4. To control ad hoc urban development and prevent loss of environmental infrastructure by
reaffirming the original boundaries of settlement.
5. Limit industrialisation of Westernport to small projects and only those that can demonstrate
a clear advantage or enhancement to environmental infrastructure consistent with the 50
year strategy.
6. Additional focus on stabilising more foreshore environmental infrastructure by
re-establishing and enhancing original indigenous vegetation consistent with the
Bass Coast Project Sept 2020 - Distinctive Areas and Landscapes Program
7. Establish better access to foreshore infrastructure ( beaches ) for disabled people.
8. Establish a special purpose fund on Phillip Island for the purpose of facilitating worthy
projects consistent with the objectives of the 50 year strategy. These could include land
purchase for wildlife corridors, beach stabilisation, grants to assist with the reintroduction
of endangered species once present on the island and grants to local landowners to assist
with environmental infrastructure projects.
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9. Promote community resilience and engagement with environmental infrastructure that
currently exists through various forums.
10. Better management of domestic animals where they impact environmental
infrastructure, particularly fragile foreshore environment.
11. Increased funding to Parks Victoria to facilitate better outcomes with environmental
infrastructure. Currently receiving < 1% of State budget.
12. Work toward a UNESCO World Heritage listing for Phillip Island
13. Encourage active involvement of school children with environmental infrastructure
projects to instil a sense of ownership and hopefully a commitment to protecting our
natural places in the future in the face many likely but unknown challenges.
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* Minamata disease – a severe neurological disease caused by ingestion of sea food
contaminated by mercury dumped into Minamata Bay, Japan from 1932 – 1968 by
Chisso Corporation. Resulted in approximately 1700 deaths and severe disability in
survivors

Some suggested projects
1. Establish a coastal walking and cycle track. This would be hugely popular with families
and create an employment opportunity.
2. Stabilise Silverleaves beach and revegetate a very degraded foreshore reserve
3. Establish a review of Regenerative Urbanism with a view to introducing this concept
into planning codes that enable the inclusion and enhancement of environmental
infrastructure alongside urban development.
Dr Grant Brace 26 September 2020
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